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Bankia is the Spainâ€™s fourth largest bank and might get less than 19 million euros in aid. Spain
government is making an attempt for nationalizing the bank that has struggled underneath the
burden of souring valid domain assets after a property bubble that explodes four years ago. 
However the finances required for the rescue might have been overvalued and Bankia might end up
receiving less rescue funds. The sources have also stated that the concluding number would only
appear after a progression of other audits. On 25 May in a stock exchange announcement Bankia
management told that for recapitalization it presented a timeline that would be harmonized with the
Bank of Spain and the Government and moreover bank required 19 billion euroâ€™s.

One of the sources told on Tuesday that the Spanish rescue fund FROB and the Bank of Spain
would approve the finances till the end of August. An International Monetary Fund report on Spainâ€™s
Bank is outstanding last week and the government is waiting for it. Also the audit stress-testing
Spain's banking sector results are awaited and would be out in two phases the first would be out in
the end of the June and after that at the end of August. Days before Bankia asked for the 19 billion
euros the Spanish Economy Minister Luis de Guindos stated to Congress that our government
would completely support the capital desires of Bankia. Apply now with Friday loans @
http://www.fridayloans.org.uk/ and get amount you need .

According to the sources on June 11 the Bankia's suggestion would be offered to the government
and at the equivalent occasion its peers are outstanding to inform the management that how they
would assemble latest regulations on recognizing serious losses interrelated to the assets market.
And we have just 15 days left to assess it. The decision would be taken by the Bank of Spain
however that number would not be perfect. Bankia would bring it up in an arrangement and at this
time plan will be analyzed.  In 2010 Bankia listed a merging of seven saving banks in the month of
July is a symbol of Spain's banking troubles. The investments of the small share holders wiped out
increasing the political worries over the salvage.
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